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iPhone, iPad & Mac
Basics 

Sept. 16, 2021

Welcome
to the 

Abilene Mac Users Group!
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A class for all levels of understanding!



Call, Text, Email Me
Don’t Hesitate!!!!!!
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My web site is on the top of my business  
card.  Use the web address to see the  

slides that I present today!



My Slides Are Available.   Go to tommillermachelp.com and click 
on “Blog”.
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This is a learning class…somethings may be new to you.  
Learning (a foreign language) is not easy.

Look for “Blog”!

tommillermachelp.com

http://tommillermachelp.com


Update Your IOS!
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IOS 15 will be out before our next class. 

Everyone should be on IOS 14.8. 

IOS provides security again hacking threats! 

IOS will not protect you from opening 
a malicious email, text or web page.



Pegasus and Security
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Which 
Devices 

Will Accept 
The New 
Update?
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Look At The Number Of Scam Calls!
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Also, scam text messages!



Save At ACU Campus Store.
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Best Buy

ACU Campus store $2199 plus a free set of wireless AirPods 



USB and USB-C
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USB-C To New MacBook Pro

USB-C

USB-CUSB-C to USB

USB-C to USB

USB-C to USB

HDMI

USB-C  to USB-C

USB-C  HUB

Printer to USB



Blood Oxygen Sensor With The 
Apple Watch.

More Medical Apps are working with iPhone!
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Don’t forget “Fall Detection” with the Apple Watch!



What Is Edge, 3G, 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, and LTE?

These are different types of connections that bring (and send) information to (and 
from) your iPhone, iPad, computer and Apple Watch. 

“G” stands for “generation”.
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4G is synonymous with LTE!

You have traveled and you will get no speed,  
no incoming data and no outgoing.

All these 
connections 

come from your 
service provider 

and come through 
towers and the air.



Do I Need Suddenlink?
(or Vexus, or AT&T)

Can I cut  the cable? 
You may not need Suddenlink for Cable TV but probably 

you will need some type of Internet connection* if you want to watch a 
streaming service such as Hulu or Netflix.
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I do know of a person who does everything on an iPhone. 
He has no modem, no router, no connection to Suddenlink, 

Vexus or a modem provided by AT&T.

https://www.walmart.com/browse/electronics 
/tv-antennas/3944_1060825_133270_4536

https://www.walmart.com/browse/electronics
https://www.walmart.com/browse/electronics/tv-antennas/3944_1060825_133270_4536


You Can Also Send And Receive Data On Your 
Devices Via Wi-Fi.
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This type of connection usually comes  physically into a house,  
a business, or library. 

It comes via cable (Suddenlink), Fiber Optics (Vexus) or telephone 
line (AT&T) 

You will need a modem and from the modem a cable connects 
to a router and the connection to and from the Internet 

is spread throughout the building.

https://www.leverege.com/blogpost/how-does-wifi-work

You can always test your Internet speed. 
On any browser: go to speedtest.net.

https://www.leverege.com/blogpost/how-does-wifi-work
http://speedtest.net


Hey Siri, “Tell”
Rather than “send a message”. 

Hey Siri, Tell Bill I’m on my way. 
Hey Siri, Tell _____ I will be home shortly. 

Hey Siri, Tell _______…
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Hey Siri, “Send a Voice 
Message”.
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Many of you use Siri to 
send a text message. 

But what Siri thinks you 
said and what you 

actually said  
may be quite different.  

Tap the microphone to  
send a text message.

Tap the microphone here to  
send a voice message.



Add a Nickname To Your Contacts!

It is much easier to tell Siri to call my sister than 
to find her contact info.   

Hey Siri, Call my sister!
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In Order Communication, The 
iPhone Must Know Who You Are!
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“My iPhone Has A Virus”!  
No, No, No!

Why do things quit working? 

The number one response…”I didn’t do anything”!
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Force restart. 

 Older iPads and iPhones, 
hold home button and power  

button until you see the Apple logo . 

2.  Newer iPhones and iPads, 
tap the volume up, then volume down, 
and then hold the power button until 

you see the Apple logo .



Block Email Senders!
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Just click on “Block Contact”!



I Am Seeing A Yellow Dot and A 
Green Dot On My iPhone!

(And A Lot Of People Don’t Like It!)
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Yellow dot 
means the microphone 

is being used. 

Green dot means  
the camera is being used. 

 Apple is warning you 
that an app is listening 

and or watching what you  
are watching.  



Apple Is Concerned About Your 
Privacy!
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You are taking 
a risk by using 
an app…knowing 

full well that 
someone may be  
listening to what 
you say or seeing 
seeing what you  

see!



Don’t Reuse Passwords…Please!
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You Can Change Your Apple ID Password On Your 
iPhone!

And Update Your Credit Card.
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Am I Able To Locate My Passwords?
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You Can Save and Find Your Passwords!
The most difficult job when working with a client: 

Trying to recover lost or unknown passwords.
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When setting a 
new password with 

any site: 
Be sure to save it.  

Safari will save 
passwords. 

It’s done through 
Keychain in iCloud.   
Your iPhone, iPad 

and Apple 
computer will save 

them.  



Deleting Group Texts!
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Press on the message 
until you see “Delete 

All” 
and then “do it”!

You don’t 
have a 
time 

constraint.



Using Face ID With A Mask!
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https://www.macworld.co.uk/how-to/use-unlock-iphone-wearing-mask-3787588/

https://www.macworld.co.uk/how-to/use-unlock-iphone-wearing-mask-3787588/


Face ID With Mask!
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Even if you 
don’t have  

an Apple Watch.



What Are Cookies?
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This message is 
Apple’s way of 

warning you that 
you are giving a 

Web site some of 
your personal info!



Scanning Slides and Negatives 
Using My iPhone!
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https://photomyne.com/?show_ft_popup=true&utm_source=pinterest&utm_medium=pinterest&utm_campaign=pinterest_desktop_website&utm_term=pinterest_desktop_website&utm_content=pinterest_desktop_website&pp=0&epik=dj0yJnU9djV6SG5zRG1QTGJLOEFKekIyVlc2Wk80LWFBQ0Vac2wmcD0xJm49eG5PeTlBYVhGbnZZSzZDZjlfX2tZUSZ0PUFBQUFBR0VyN3Jz

